
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY POLICY 

Mission statement 

Advanced Living Solutions recognizes its responsibility towards the environment beyond legal 

and regulatory requirements. We are continuously striving towards improved environmental 

sustainability performance, as an integral part of our business nature, strategy and operating 

methods. We encourage our customers, suppliers and other prospects to do the same. 

We recognize that people and organizations at all levels have obligations to control CO2 

emissions and act responsibly in their daily lives and business affairs. Furthermore, Advanced 

Living Solutions has a special position due to its nature of business represented by the systems’ 

technology and applications that we adopt. In a sense, we have a duty to adopt best 

environmental practices, whilst promoting appropriate technology and applications as an 

alternative to practices which act as a source of environmental pollution and harmful 

emissions. Therefore, we will integrate best environmental practices into our business activities 

while striking an appropriate balance between environmental and economic considerations. In 

addition, we will help and support the community in their quest and transition towards a low-

carbon operation through our services, knowledge and expertise sharing. 

 

Responsibility: 

Advanced Living Solutions is responsible for ensuring that the environmental sustainability 

policy is implemented at the organizational level. However, all employees have an individual 

responsibility in their area as well to ensure that the aims and objectives of the policy are met. 

 

Working practices 

 We seek to reduce and limit energy usage to the greatest possible extent. 

 Lights and electrical equipment are switched off when not in use. 

 Heating/ Cooling is adjusted while keeping energy consumption in mind. 

 Energy efficiency and consumption of new products is taken into serious consideration 

during the selection process.  



 Organization actively seeks out to maximize the proportion from renewable energy 

sources, whilst supporting investment in new renewable energy schemes. 

 Striving for a more paperless office environment. Several document management 

systems have been developed that allow employees and customers to retrieve and 

transmit documents electronically. 

 

Monitoring and improvement 

 We continually improve and monitor our environmental and sustainability performance. 

 We seek continual improvement and reduction environmental impacts. 

 We are continuously improving sustainability by reducing CO2 footprint. 

 Organization has incorporated environmental and sustainability factors into business 

decisions. 

 We have increase employee’s awareness through training. 

 We integrate our green message into our marketing materials; encouraging customers, 

partners, and prospects to adopt a similar ethos. 

 

Culture 

 For greater commitment and improved performance; We have involved our staff in the 

implementation of environment policy,  

 This policy is updated once annually at least, in consultation with staff and other 

stakeholders. 

 We provide our staff with relevant environmental training. 

 We work with suppliers, contractors and sub-contractors to improve their 

environmental and sustainability performance. 

 We use environment friendly materials for reduced CO2 emission in order to help the 

community. 

 

 

 


